
1) What am I paying for when I sign my child up for VBS?
a. We feel that $13 per day is a reasonable price for such a fantastic program and 

includes a T shirt, CD, buddies, and more!
b. Rocky Peak makes no profit on VBS; in fact, the church subsidizes a good 

portion of VBS each year. It is always intended to be a break-even event.
c. The cost of food, decorations, curriculum, T shirts, etc.
d. We offer partial scholarships for anyone who asks and can indicate a need.

2) Why does the price go up after June 28 or at the door?
a. With such a large program as ours, we encourage everyone to sign up early in 

order to assign crews and evenly distribute color T shirts.
b. It is not unusual when attending popular events to pay a premium if you wait 

until the last minute and we have to rush order things and pay double for 
people who sign up past the deadline.

3) Can my sixth grader volunteer? He LOVES VBS!
a. We are so glad your (son/daughter) loved their years as a camper at VBS. We 

allow a limited number of sixth graders to volunteer, approved on a case by 
case basis, if an adult is serving as a crew leader and the sixth grader is with 
the adult the entire time as a helper.

b. Sixth graders are too close in age to our campers to be crew leaders.
c. They have promoted into Wildlife, and we strongly encourage new sixth graders 

to begin participating in our middle school activities this summer.
4) My teen does not attend Rocky Peak but needs community service hours. How 
do I sign them up to help?

a. We love that teens want to volunteer for our VBS. However, we give priority to 
our Rocky Peak teens, since they will establish ongoing bonds with the campers.

b. Anyone who wants to serve and is NOT a regular Rocky Peak attender needs to 
be vouched for by a Rocky Peak member WHO IS SERVING AT VBS. We need to 
know that anyone who serves as a shepherd over kids to lead them into a 
relationship with Jesus has a strong walk himself or herself, and shares the 
same vision as Rocky Peak.

c. We normally check in with our youth leaders to screen OUR teens...we need 
some way to screen your teen without calling everyone's references. Please 
have the Rocky Peak person, WHO IS HERE AT VBS all week and will act as your 
sponsor, notify us by email.

d. Once that voucher is received we will allow you to sign up to serve.
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